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GROUPS OP DIFFEOMORPHISMS AKD LIE .THEORY 

Janusz Grabowskl 

0. Êhere were many attempts to develope the "Lie theory" for groups 

of diffeomorphisms.In a paper of Leslie [6] the groups of diffeomor-

phisms are examples of so called Prechet Lie groups •Ifeifortunatelly, 

the category of the Frechet Lie groups seems to be too huge to treat 

because the implicit function theorem or the .Frobenius theorem does 

not hold for Prechet manifolds in general case. 

H.Ctaori in [7] (see also [2] and [8]) has introduced the category 
of so called ILH groups which seems to be better than the category 
of the Prechet Lie groups but the axioms are rather complicated and 
many fundamental problems remain unsolved. 

Our aim in this note is to show the main resemblances and diffe

rences between the topological group structures of the Lie groups 

and the groups of diffeomorphisms. 

1* It is well known that for a Lie group G the set a of all one-
parameter subgroups of G (i.e. continuous homomorphisms X: E—*G) 
has a Lie algebra structure such that for the exponential mapping 
exp: g—*G ( expX = X(1) ) we have 

lim(exp(t/n)X exp(t/n)Y)n - expt(X+Y) 
n-»oo 

and 
r»2 o 

lim(exp(-t/n)X exp(-t/n)Y exp(t/n)X exp(t/n)Y)n « expt^UfY] 
n-*oo 

for all X,Y4g and t € E . 

For a compact C00 manifold M (all manifolds in this note are sup
posed to be of class C00 and compact) the group D(M) of all C°°dif-
f eomorphisms of M with the natural C00 Whitney topology is a topolo
gical group and each C00 vector field X on M generates an one-para
meter subgroup E d t *—• ExptX€D(M) (a flow) of D(M) in the well-
known manner. 

.The fact that all one-parameter subgroups of D(M) are of this 

form easilly follows from the following theorem of Bochner and 

Montgomery [1] • 

theorem 1. Let $ : E x M — * M be a continuous E-transformation 

group on a manifold M of class 0 (analytic) and assume that for 
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each a e E the mapping M$ x»—^<^>(a,x) € M is of class Ck (analy

tic ).0hen 4> is of class Ck (analytic). 

Hence for each one-parameter subgroup X: E—^D(M) the mapping 

M * xi—*dX(t)(x)/dt |t=0 6 !DXM 

is a well-defined C vector field which generates X. 

2hus the set 3£(M) of all C°°vector fields on M is the set of all 

one-parameter subgroups of D(M) . 

It is well known that 36, (M) has a natural Lie algebra structure and 

similar to the Lie groups case formulas are true: 

Pact 1. For each X,Yc3£(M) and t€(R we have 

l i m ( E x p ( t / n ) X * E x p ( t / n ) Y ) n = Expt(X+Y) 
n->c*o 

and 2 
l i m ( E x p ( - t / n ) X - E x p ( - t / n ) Y o E x p ( t / n ) X « » E x p ( t / n ) Y ) n « Exp t 2 [Y,X] . 

n—»oo 

Fact 1 immediately implies the following: 

Fact 2. Let G be a closed subgroup of D(M) and let 

o j = { X € ^ M ) : ExptXfcG for all te &) . 

(Then # is a Lie subalgebra of 3i(M) . 

In the Lie group case each closed subgroup is a Lie subgroup and 

similarly defined Q is its Lie algebra^Ih the case of D(M) we do 
not even know if the one-parameter subgroups from g generate the 

connected component of the identity in G . 

On the other hand each Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of a Lie 
group G generates a Lie subgroup of G. Is it true for Lie subalgeb-
ras of X(M) ? More precisely,does the subgroup of D(M) generated 
by a Lie subalgebra L of 3C(M) contain only one-parameter subgroups 
from L ? 

The answer is "no11 .For example,consider the Lie subalgebra L of 
3£(S ) consisting of all vector fields which are tangent to the me
ridians on the upper half of the sphere* 2!he subgroup GCD(M) gene
rated by Exp(L) contains one-parameter subgroups of D(M) which do 
not belong to L .In fact,we can go along the meridians from the 
equator to the lower half of the sphere,then rotate along a para
llel and go up along the meridians,getting a rotation along the 
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equator. 

2.A difficult phenomenon in the case of the group D(M) is that the 

mapping Exp is not even locally bijective : 

Fact 3. The image ExpOt(M)) of the mapping Exp : X(M) **D(M) 

does not contain any neighbourhood of the identity. 

We shall prove the above fact only for the case M=S (see L7] ) 
whithout loss of generality,since we can extend diffeomorphisms from 
an imbedded in M circle onto the whole M. 

Observe first that if a diffeomorphism gfcD(S) with no fixed points 
A 

is included in a flow then there is no pair x fy£S fx#y such that 

dist(gn(x)fg
n(y))—>0 as n—*<» fsince each flow on S with no fi

xed points is periodic. 

Hence it suffices to construct a sequence (¥L) of diffeomorphisms of 
1 S such that 

1)4^—» id as n—»oo 

ii)V n has no fixed points 

iii) there are x ^ y ^ S1 . x ^ such that dist(tn(xn)ftn(yn))—> 0 

as k—> oo • 

Pat ^(e 1*) = e1^4*2^11^ and let {<fn) be a sequence of diffeomor
phisms of S1 such that ^ n—>id as n—»<* fsupple [e

1*: \tl <f/n\ 
and with 1 6 S as their attractor. 

Then ¥ « Sn*?n
 h a v e tlie properties i)-iii) .It suffices to take 

x.and y from a contracted by <f neighbourhood of 1 £S . 

The mapping Exp is also not locally infective. 
Consider the tore T2*- IR2/Z2 and a neighbourhood U of 0 in 'X.('Jr). 

There axe natural n and m such that the vector fields 
X(afb) » (l/nfsin2TTna/m) and Y(afb) - (l/nfO) lie in U .Since 
ExptX(a,b) = (a+t/nfb+(oos2TTa - cos2TF(na+t))/2um) and 
ExptY(afb) = (a+t/nfb) ,we have ExpX « ExpY . 

Fact 3 show3 that it is reasonable to ask the following 

Question. Does it exist a non-discrete subgroup G of D(M) such that 

the identity is the only one element of G which is included in 

a flow ? 
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3«Despite of the fact that Exp gives no chart on D(M) we can const

ruct a mapping £*p : 3t(M)=->V—>D(M) which is a homeomorphism of 

a neighbourhood V of 0 in 31(M) onto a neighbourhood of the identity 

as follows. 

Take a riemannian metric on M and denote by y the maximal geo

desic with the initial vector v 6TM .Let Ucffl be the family of 

all v£TM such that Ty(t) is defined for \tUl .U is an open sub

set of TM containing the O-section.For X€X(M) with its image in U 

put £*pX(x) s>*"x(x)^) •
0 n e c a n prove the following: 

Fact 4* There is a neighbourhood V of 0 in 3£(M) such that 

&*y: V—>D(M) 

is a homeomorphism of V onto a neighbourhood of the identity in D(M). 

Thus we have a chart in D(M) modelled on 3£(M).Unfortunatelly the 

mapping £*p has not so nice algebraic properties as Exp • 

Nevertheless it allows us to prove the following fact about Exp I 

Fact 5« D (M) - the connected component of the identity in D(M) is 

topologically generated by Exp( 3£(M)),i.e. the group generated by 

ExpCX(M)) is dense in DQ(M) . 

Sketch of the proof. It suffices to prove that every g 6 5fr(V)9 

where V is as in the thesis of Fact 4fis a limit of a sequence of 

compositions of elements from Exp(3^(M)) . 

Take X4 V such that 6*0 X - g .Put X^x) - dS*^>tX(x)/dt|tssT 

for x a a n d t£ tOf 1l . X is a C°° vector field on M and XQ» X . 

One can prove that 

g = &PX = lim Exp(l/n)X(n-1wn^...^Exp(l/n)Xl/noExp(l/n)X0 . 
n—* oo 

Consider now the following problem : 

Describe all continuous automorphism of D (M) . 

Because of the Fact 5 we shall solve it,as in the classical Lie 

theory,by using a theorem concerning its Lie algebra (see L4l,C9j), 

(theorem 2. Each automorphism of the Lie algebra *5fc(M) is of the 

form g^ for a diffeomorphism g€D(M) fwhere g% is the natural 

action of the diffeomorphism g on vector fields. 
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Suppose now that A is a continuous automorphism of D (M).It indu

ces a bijection t. : 36(M) >".36(M) of the set of all one-parameter 

subgroups onto itself defined by the formula ExptA(X) = A(ExptX) • 

By Fact 1 A is a Lie algebra automorphism. In fact, 

Expt£(X+Y) = A(Expt(X+Y)) - A( n l i .m(Exp ( t /n )X«Exp ( t /n )Y) n ) « 

= limA((Exp(t/n)X*Exp(t/n)Y)n)« lim(Exp(t/n)A(X)*Exp(t/n)S(Y))n= 
n-**o n-*<» 

=Expt(i(X)+A(Y)) f 
so A(X+Y) = I(X)+X(Y) .Similarly .A(LXfY]) = U(X),A(Y)} . 

By Theorem 2 there is g 4 D(M) such that 2. = g„ .Thus 

A(ExptX) = Exptg*(X) = g«ExptX*g-1 . 

Since Exp(3£(M)) topologically generates DQ(M)f A(h) = ghg 

for all h € D (M) .We have proved : 

Theorem 3« Each continuous automorphism of D (M) has the form 
-1 o' 

hi—•ghg"1 for a g e D(M) . 

It is interesting if all automorphisms of DQ(M) are of this form. 

Question. Do exist non-continuous automorphisms of D (M) ? 

4« There is a theorem of Epstein-Herman-Thurston (see [3\ , [5], [10] ) 

which gives a stronger version of the Fact 5 I 

Theorem 4» The group DQ(M) is simplefi.e. it has no non-trivial 

normal subgroups. 

Corollary. DQ(M) is algebraically generated by Exp(3£(M)) . 

Proof. The group generated by Exp(X(M)) is a normal subgroup of 

DQ(M) fsince for g€D(M) and X€X(M) we have 

goExptX*g~1 « Exptg*(X) . 

One can ask how it is possible,unlikely to the Lie group case,that 

the Lie algebra 36.(M) has many ideals (for example,the ideals L of 

all vector fields which are flat at a fixed point x 6 M ) and the 

group DQ(M) is simple. 

Despite of the fact that the group D (M) generated by L is a pro-
JL X 

per subgroup of DQ(M) (it contain only diffeomorphisms with x as 

a fixed point),DX(M) is not a normal subgroup. 
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Every Lie ideal of the Lie algebra of a Lie group G is an invariant 
ad 

subspace of the adjoint representation Ad of G ,since ^ e x i : )x
= e x • 

It is no longer true in infinite-dimensional case.Eor example,the Lie 

ideal L x is not an invariant subspace of the adjoint representation 

of DQ(M) ,sine D (M) acts transitively on M .̂ Vhat is more (see [4], 

[9]) : 

Theorem 5* Every non-trivial Lie ideal of 3£(M) is contained in L 

for some x € M ,so the Lie algebra 36,(M) has no non-trivial Lie ide

als invariant under the adjoint action of DQ(M) . 

The "right" Lie ideals of the Lie algebras of topological groups 

(i.e. ideals corresponding to normal subgroups) have to be invariant 

subspaces of the adjoint representations of the groups. 

As we have seen in the example of a "bad" Lie subalgebra of vector 

fields on S ,the "right" Lie subalgebras have to be invariant under 

adjoint action of their exponents.lt is interesting if this condi

tion is sufficient for ideals and subalgebras to be "right". 
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